
Long distance movement in Turkana

Introduction: Novel long distance wh-movement data from the Eastern Nilotic language Turkana
pose a problem for current ideas of locality and phases. Wh-elements can move to a higher CP and
can even skip one CP but never more than one. This pattern reminds of the subjacency condition
(Chomsky 1973, Chomsky 1977) in which a constituent can skip one but not two binding nodes.
In this talk, I will investigate this data under current minimalist ideas of phasehood and suggest a
modified PIC2 which allows the skipping of one but not two CPs.
Data: Unless otherwise indicated, the data come from my own fieldwork with five speakers in Kenya.
The unmarked word order in Turkana is VSO (cf. Dimmendaal 1983), but there is one pre-verbal
position which can be occupied by focused elements, including wh-elements. In sentences with two
CPs with wh-movement from the lower CP, the lower CP may have a copy of the wh-element in the
pre- (1a) or post-verbal position (1b) but the copy is not obligatory (1c).

(1) a. [CP Náé
who.ABS

Í-tám-̀I
3-think-TAM

ádZ̀ıkòn
Ajikon.NOM

[CP átámàr
that

Náé
who.ABS

é-mı́n-à
3-like-TAM

ákàỳı
Akai.NOM

]]

‘Who does Ajikon think that Akai likes?’
b. [CP Náé

who.ABS
Í-tám-̀I
3-think-TAM

ádZ̀ıkòn
Ajikon.NOM

[CP átámàr
that

é-mı́n-à
3-like-TAM

ákàỳı
Akai.NOM

Náé]]
who.ABS

c. [CP1 Náé
who.ABS

Í-tám-̀I
3-think-TAM

ádZ̀ıkòn
Ajikon.NOM

[CP átámàr
that

é-mı́n-à
3-like-TAM

ákàỳı
Akai.NOM

]]

However, as soon as there are three CPs, at least one copy of the wh-element becomes obligatory,
otherwise the sentence is ungrammatical (2). This copy can either be in the intermediate or the
lowest CP in either the pre- or post-verbal position.

(2) *[CP Náé
who.ABS

é-bál-à
3-say-TAM

ák̀ırù
Akiru.NOM

[CP Í-tám-̀I
3-think-TAM

ádZ̀ıkòn
Ajikon.NOM

[CP átámàr
that

é-mı́n-à
3-like-TAM

ákàỳı
Akai.NOM

]]]

‘Who does Akiru say that Ajikon thinks that Akai likes?’

The sentence is also grammatical if each CP has a copy of the wh-element, however, the sentence
becomes ungrammatical if there is more than one copy within the same CP. Wh-movement is
sensitive to islands which suggests this is truly movement:

(3) a. á-bùn-̀ı
3-come.PST-TAM

ák̀ırù
Akiru.NOM

NàDá̀IN
time.LOC

[CP n-á-Ná-Ér-̀I
when-3-open-ITV-TAM

É-ṕId́IN
M-window.ABS

ákà̀ı]
akai.NOM
‘Akiru came at a time when Akai opened the window.’

b.*ñÓ
what.ABS

á-bùn-̀ı
3-come.PST-TAM

ák̀ırù
Akiru.NOM

NàDá̀IN
time.LOC

[CP n-á-Ná-Ér-̀I
when-3-open-ITV-TAM

ákà̀ı
akai.NOM

]

‘What came Akiru at a time when Akai opened.’



Background: Dinka, a Western Nilotic language, (van Urk 2015, 2018) shows a somewhat
similar pattern: Whenever a plural DP (besides the local subject) moves to a higher position due
to topicalisation, focus- or wh-movement, the ké marker appears in every vP that is crossed by
movement (4).

(4) yeýınà
who.PL

yé
ḦAB.2.SG

ké
PL

tâak
think

[CP ćI
¨
i

PRF.NS

bôl
Bol.GEN

ké
PL

t̂I
¨
N]

see
‘Who all do you think Bol saw’ (Dinka, van Urk & Richards 2015, 128)

According to (van Urk 2015, 2018) the ké reflex appears because the moved DP moves via the edge
of every phase and leaves a copy. The reason why we there is no reflex in CP is because C has
φ-agreement with the DP that moves through the edge. The agreement prefix on C does the same
job as ké in v. Therefore, under this analysis, it would also be possible that a language exists that
has copies in both vP and CP because a copy (or an agreement prefix in that respect) always appears
on its intermediate landing positions when the moved DP moves through the escape hatch.
Analysis: I assume that in Turkana every movement step leaves a copy like in Dinka suggested van
Urk (2015). Unlike in Dinka, only CPs are always phases in Turkana but vPs are optional phases.
The landing site of wh-elements is Spec, TP since preverbal elements have mostly A-properties.For
example, only nominals are allowed in the preverbal domain, no WCO effects, no reconstruction for
quantifier binding (For space reasons I omit the data). Furthermore, the moved element follows the
complementiser. As showed, previously, a moved element can skip one CP but not two. This pattern
reminds of the subjacency condition in which a constituent can skip one but not two binding nodes.
In order to make the specifier of TP accessible and the skipping of one but not CPs in a minimalist
approach possible, PIC2 (Chomsky, 2001) needs to be modified the following:

(5) Phase Impenetrability Condition2 (PIC2): The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not
accessible to operations at ZP (the next phase); only X and its edge are accessible to such
operations.

(6) Phase Impenetrability Condition2 (PIC2, revised): Only the edge domain of a head X of a
phase XP is accessible to operations at the next phase ZP.

(7) Edge domain: α is in the edge domain of a phase head X iff α is minimally m-commanded
by X (where the path from X to Spec(Comp(X) = SpecY) is shorter than the path from Y to
Spec(Comp(X)); (cf. Branigan 2012).

Conclusion I presented novel data from Turkana which show an interesting long distant movement
pattern. Current approaches of phasality have difficulties accommodating the data presented in
this abstract. In order to account for this data under a minimalist approach, I suggested a modified
version of the Phase Impenetrability Condition2.
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